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FieldConnect and Viewpoint Strengthen Partnership Agreement for Superior Customer Impact in Field 
Workforce Automation and Service Management 

Viewpoint Construction Software and FieldConnect, a provider of field service management software, 

announced an enhanced strategic collaborative partnership today to continue delivering an exceptional 

integrated mobile service solution to customers. The partnership combines Vista® by Viewpoint with 

FieldConnect Mobile Field Service Software, helping employee and management be more productive in 

the office and the field by automating mobile work order management. Capabilities include time, work 

order history, parts, assets, tasks, signatures, attachments, and more. 

The partnership between Viewpoint and FieldConnect creates a fully comprehensive workforce 

management solution that offers efficient data management, time and payroll solutions, work order 

system, and much more. Integration with Vista and FieldConnect enhances internal controls, data 

integrity, and limits reconciliations because entries are only made to approved labor codes, problem 

codes, part numbers, projects, work orders, and purchase orders that are set-up within the Vista 
application. 

The advanced solutions with FieldConnect’s FieldAccess mobile technician software, field technicians’ 

access, update, and complete electronic work orders, means getting the day’s assignments without 

making a trip into the office. With time and payroll solutions, technicians complete electronic timecards 

from the field which are reviewed and approved by a supervisor and updated in real -time in Vista. 

Because the data is updated instantly, you can expect faster time-to-invoice, error-free payroll, and 

improved cash flow. 

“Viewpoint has quickly become an important partner. With an outstanding product, committed team of 

experts, and an emphasis on Customer Satisfaction, Viewpoint as an organization reflects our principles. 

We’re proud of our association and are working to make FieldConnect an outstanding member of that 

Viewpoint ecosystem of partnerships.” – Robert Hughes, Founder and CEO of FieldConnect, Inc. 

 

About FieldConnect  

Since 2002, FieldConnect has provided mobile solutions designed around the needs of field service 

organizations – from your field engineers to your dispatchers, to the back office, and your end-

customers. FieldConnect provides mobile field service software to best-in-class field service 

organizations, driving service department revenue and removing inefficiencies. FieldConnect’s solutions 
integrate directly with and are an essential extension of Vista by Viewpoint.  www.FieldConnect.com 

About Viewpoint 
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Viewpoint is a provider of innovative construction-specific software solutions to the global 

construction and capital project industries. Viewpoint provides the tools these industries need to 

improve project profitability through better visibility, risk management and real-time team 

collaboration. Viewpoint solutions address the full construction life-cycle from planning/bidding to 

construction and facilities maintenance. Viewpoint’s solutions are offered on a variety of platforms, 

including Cloud, Mobile, SaaS and On Premises. Headquartered in Portland, Oregon, USA, and with 

offices in the UK and Australia, Viewpoint has become the technology partner of choice, with 

customers located across the globe in more than 28 countries. These customers include more than 

40 percent of the ENR 400, and over 20 percent of the ENR 600. For more information, please 

visit www.viewpoint.com. 
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